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A proposal for a  
LOINC automatic mapping support tool

Maria Teresa Chiaravalloti*

Abstract: Clinical coding and classification systems are the lingua franca to overcome idiosyn-
crasies of the local information systems. Among those required into the Italian EHR, LOINC 
aims to uniquely identify both clinical document types indexed into EHR registries and tests 
into laboratory reports. Its use requires that local test codes are mapped to the codes of the 
standard so that equivalent concepts are aligned and can be easily understood and reused by 
other systems. This mapping process is cost and time-consuming as involves for many hours 
domain experts to find the right association. Therefore, this paper aims to make a proposal 
for an automatic mapping tool to support domain experts in finding the correct LOINC code 
to map to, specifically customized on the Italian language, combining textual similarity tech-
niques with new NLP models and taking advantage of the so-called “wisdom of the crowd”.

Keywords: LOINC, Mapping support tool, Text similarity, Natural Language Processing, 
Clinical coding systems.

1. Introduction and objective

Semantic interoperability of medical data used in clinical processes is ne-
cessary to exchange meaningful information among healthcare facilities. To 
pursue this aim, standardized coding and classification systems have to be 
used to uniquely identify clinical data. They are the lingua franca to overcome 
idiosyncrasies of the local informative systems.

In Italy, the newly published (Agid 2022) Guidelines on the Fascicolo Sani-
tario Elettronico (FSE is the acronym of the Italian national EHR) enforced the 
fundamental role played by interoperable data, as they are the key element to 
allow analysis through aggregation, information reuse, epidemiological surveil-
lance and strategic planning. FSE infrastructure allows searching, retrieval and 
exchange of clinical documents among regional EHR systems, which are deve-
loped according to defined standards and protocols in order to be interoperable.

* Istituto di Informatica e Telematica, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Rende (CS), 
Italia. maria.chiaravalloti@iit.cnr.it.
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Infrastructural and technical interoperability of the FSE has been widely 
tested (Chiaravalloti et al. 2015) and it is working as well as the use of a shared 
reference standard for the syntactic structuration of the clinical documents 
(namely the Clinical Document Architecture release 2 produced by the asso-
ciation Health Level 7). Therefore, the Guidelines identify semantics as the 
focus of the FSE 2.0.

The Prime Minister Decree n. 178/2015 is the first Italian regulation on 
FSE and, among the various aspects that are disciplined in it, there is the pre-
scription for using four specific clinical coding systems: i) the International 
Classification of Diseases – Clinical Modification, 9th revision (ICD-9 CM) 
to identify diseases and other medical conditions; ii) the Logical Observation 
Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) to identify both clinical document 
types indexed into the FSE registries and tests into laboratory reports; iii) the 
Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification system (ATC) to encode the 
active ingredients of drugs; and iv) the Marketing Authorisation (namely Au-
torizzazione all’Immissione in Commercio or AIC), which is the Italian clas-
sification to specifically identify drugs’ package type. Among them, LOINC 
is the newest standard in the Italian healthcare context. It was created in 1994 
at Regenstrief Institute of Indianapolis and it counts more than 99,000 codes 
in its last release (2.73 in August 2022) and a community of hundreds of 
thousands of users in the world. Fostering its wider adoption is fundamental 
because i) laboratory reports are the clinical document type most indexed in 
the FSE registries; ii) the high level of detail of the laboratory medicine and 
the granularity of LOINC make easier the unique identification of the single 
items; iii) the pandemic made clear the need to have comparable and aggre-
gable data, especially for measurable observations that could reveal critical si-
tuations for public health.

LOINC use requires that local codes are mapped to the codes of the stan-
dard so that equivalent concepts are aligned and can be easily understood and 
reused by other systems. This mapping process is costly and time-consuming 
as involves for many hours domain experts to find the right association. This 
is especially true for laboratories, which usually have large size local catalogues 
of tests to map. Inheriting mappings from other laboratories is always risky 
because tests that laboratory A and laboratory B call the same may be not 
equivalent in the substance and vice versa.

Frassica (2003) stated that a small subset of LOINC codes covers over the 
90% of the routinely tests performed by a laboratory. This means that there 
is a great amount of observations commonly performed by laboratories that 
could be with a high probability mapped to the same LOINC code. Moreover, 
our experience as LOINC Italia working group1 showed that two laboratories 
1 The LOINC Italia working group was founded and is operating into the Institute of Infor-
matics and Telematics of the Italian National Research Council (IIT-CNR) and it is officially 
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perform over the 50% of identical tests of a given specialty. Considering this, 
mapping could be a non-onerous process if performed taking into account 
other successful experiences. LOINC implementation in Italy is currently per-
formed manually, because the standard has been applied to limited laboratory 
specialties, so the required effort was not computationally high. Nonetheless, 
in the near future there will be the pressing need to have an automatic support 
for wider mapping operations of local catalogues to LOINC. Therefore, this 
paper aims to make a proposal for an automatic mapping tool to support do-
main experts in finding the correct LOINC code to map to.

2. Background

Many mapping support tools and methodologies had been developed over-
time trying to make easy and speed up this task and proving the great atten-
tion focused on the mapping phase, as it is fundamental to foster the standard 
adoption. Among them, it is worth to firstly mention the software released by 
Regenstrief Institute, which is the LOINC Standard Development Organi-
zation. RELMA (REgenstrief LOINC Mapping Assistant) is a free program 
which offers different functionalities to help users in finding the right LOINC 
code, such as a test frequency rank (Regenstrief Institute, n.d.), the Intelligent 
Mapper (Vreeman and McDonald 2005) and the Community Mappings re-
pository (Dixon, Hook and Vreeman 2015). The goodness of the Intelligent 
Mapper was then tested in a comparative study (Vreeman and McDonald 
2006) with a vector space model-based program for mapping local diagnostic 
radiology terms to LOINC, and in a German study (Zunner et al. 2013) 
aimed at proving its validity also on non-English languages. Zollo and Huff 
(2000) proposed a mapping approach that aims to map local catalogues to 
LOINC by cross-referencing the matching codes. They demonstrated that if 
two local tests match in all the information they carried, and one of them is 
correctly mapped to LOINC, then this mapping could be inherited by the 
others. Fidahussein and Vreeman (2014) approach is based on supervised ma-
chine learning and information retrieval using Apache’s Maxent and Lucene 
to show that the collective knowledge contained in a complete dataset of local 
terms mapped to LOINC can be used to support the mapping new local ter-
ms. Lau et al. (2000) presented a methodology study for automatically map-
ping local terms to LOINC by using parsing, logic rules, synonyms, attribute 
relationships and the frequency of mapping to a specific LOINC code. Parr et 
al. (2018) developed an automated machine learning pipeline that leverages 
noisy labels to map laboratory data to LOINC codes. They obtained highly 

recognized by the Regenstrief Institute as Italian partner for LOINC translation and related 
activities through a Memorandum of Understanding signed into 2014.
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accurate mappings for 85% of the tests in the sample. None of the abovemen-
tioned solutions has been tested on the Italian language yet. Previously, we 
worked on a similar topic by developing a NooJ application2 to speed up the 
validation of the already performed mappings (Parisi and Chiaravalloti 2018).

This rich literature proved that the research topic is not new, but it is still 
promising as it is based on two components that are alive and continuou-
sly evolving: language and technology. None of the automatic or semi-auto-
matic cited tools dispensed with manual mapping work, even only for dou-
ble-checking, and so it still remains the gold standard for linking local codes to 
LOINC codes. Moreover, the major part of these tools is tested on the English 
language, which has not such peculiarities as other languages like the Italian 
for example.

3. A proposal for a LOINC mapping support tool

This study arose from the verified need to have a support in the operations 
of mapping local laboratory codes to LOINC codes. As LOINC Italia wor-
king group, we frequently receive requests for LOINC education and training 
sessions, assistance in mapping efforts, and validation of already performed 
mappings. Both physicians and decision-makers always ask for an easy way to 
approach the standard and to speed up its adoption. Nevertheless, laboratory 
tests have so granular differences that it is not possible to adopt a top down 
approach providing a big catalog already mapped to LOINC which is surely 
valid for all the Italian laboratories. As Regenstrief Institute suggests and we 
experienced in our activities as LOINC Italia working group, a bottom up 
approached mapping is successful because it takes advantage from the know-
ledge of the domain of the laboratory physicians as mappers. Another possible 
approach is to make first the effort to unify local catalogues, such those of the 
laboratories of the same Region, and then mapping to LOINC. Whichever 
approach is chosen, the same need remains: to reduce the time required by this 
activity and at the same time to prevent potential errors in mapping the same 
semantic content by different domain experts.

Cited prior studies presented automatic or semi-automatic mapping sup-
port tools. They are based on different techniques and methodologies, but all 
of them require expert review to double check computer-generated results. 
The proposal presented in this paper aims to invert this trend by realizing a 

2 NooJ is a linguistic development environment software as well as a corpus processor 
constructed by Max Silberztein. NooJ allows linguists to construct the four classes of the 
Chomsky-Schützenberger hierarchy of generative grammars: Finite-State Grammars, Con-
text-Free Grammars, Context-Sensitive Grammars as well as Unrestricted Grammars, using 
either a text editor (e.g. to write down regular expressions), or a Graph editor (Wikipedia 
2022).
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solution which requires as little human intervention as possible, being able to 
count on a high degree of reliability of the automatically created mappings. In 
our view, these associations between source language, represented by the local 
catalogues’ tests, and target language, which is the standard LOINC, can gain 
consistency from different elements: i) the use of text similarity algorithms; ii) 
the iterative learning from already validated mappings; and iii) the experimen-
tation of machine learning models such as the transformers.

Text similarity is about to calculate how two phrases are close to each other. 
It could be lexical, if based on the syntactic analysis of the words, or semantic, 
if it considers also the meaning of the words and their interrelations. In a pre-
vious work (Parisi and Chiaravalloti 2018), we evaluated mapping correctness 
by comparing descriptive elements of both local laboratory tests and LOINC 
terms. We constructed dictionaries to describe the morphological properties 
of local linguistic forms and their related flexional grammars, considering each 
local test like a sentence constituted by fixed elements in fixed positions. Text 
similarity applied to laboratory observations could, in fact, benefit from the 
absence of textual context and the presence of recurrent structure in tests de-
scriptions. So, formal grammars recognition rules were applied exactly to the 
correct category (e.g. the analyte, the type of sample, etc.), being sure to find it 
in a specific position. The added value given by the software NooJ (Silberztein 
2015) was the possibility to associate local linguistic forms and standardized 
tags from LOINC, by using the semantic properties associated to the lexical 
units. This allowed also the domain experts’ knowledge formalization, which 
is the hardest task when working with natural language. Starting from the 
results of this study, the proposed methodology could be applied to the deve-
lopment of a mapping support tool.

The possibility to count on the “wisdom of the crowd”, intended as lo-
oking at mapping choices already made by other LOINC users in the world, 
is one of the functionalities offered by RELMA (Dixon, Hook and Vreeman 
2015). Embedding this knowledge base into a mapping support tool, with a 
weighting system to balance any errors or discrepancies and combined with 
text similarity scores, would allow domain experts to be confident that auto-
matically proposed mappings are correct, so they can be skipped without re-
viewing them. The more mappings of local tests named alike, or by synonyms, 
to the same LOINC code, the more this helps to increase the consistency of 
that association. Differently from the solution adopted by Regenstrief, the 
proposed mapping support tool should consider only mappings validated by 
experts3 so that the reliability of the “wisdom of the crowd” is higher. Dictio-

3 Among the activities of the LOINC Italia working group, there is also the validation of 
the local tests mapped to LOINC. Mappings are double checked one by one by LOINC Italia 
experts, who make code suggestions, ask for more information or manage new LOINC codes 
submissions, if needed.
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naries and grammars should be applied also in this phase to manage the strong 
idiosyncrasy that local test names could have by reconducting them to the 
same LOINC concept even if their graphic designations are different. Using 
Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) specific of the reference domain can 
be helpful in managing the strong linguistic variability of the Italian language 
(rich in synonyms and acronyms, especially in the medical domain). Analyzed 
solutions, in fact, were focalized more on the informatics aspects of the pro-
cess rather than on the linguistics one. For this reason, we believe that using 
a linguistic development environment software (e.g. NooJ) could make the 
difference and reveal as an innovative aspect. Figure 1 shows an overview of 
these components of the proposed tool.

Figure 1. Text similarity algorithms of the proposed LOINC mapping support tool.

The new element of this proposal, if compared to those previously men-
tioned, is the experimentation of the use of transformers. They are a deep-le-
arning model introduced in 2017 by a Google Brain research team4 and are 
now a leading model for Natural Language Processing (NLP) problems. Tran-
sformers consider each part of the input data as a space vector and differen-
4 Google Brain is a deep learning artificial intelligence research team under the umbrella of 
Google AI, a research division at Google dedicated to artificial intelligence.
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tially weight their significance in accordance with the context. They are able 
to predict the occurrence of a certain word in a certain position of the input 
data and, considering the context, to determine the semantic similarity of two 
phrases. This methodology is successfully applied to translation and text sum-
marization and so we believe it could bring good results with laboratory tests, 
which are highly structured reported with the same type of information always 
in the same position of the phrase. Figure 2 shows an overview of the expected 
functionalities of the application of NLP techniques like transformers into the 
proposed tool.

Figure 2. Application of NLP techniques into the LOINC mapping support tool.

The overall objective of this work is to make a proposal of an automatic 
mapping tool to support domain experts in finding the correct LOINC code 
to map their local tests. Considering previous works in the same field and the 
described innovative elements that would make this solution different from 
the others and more customized on the Italian language, this proposal would 
be developed according to the following steps: i) creation of a comparison 
matrix to identify and analyze strengths and weaknesses of the existing similar 
solutions; ii) evaluation of the usability of the methodology developed for our 
previous work (Parisi and Chiaravalloti 2018) on mappings correctness eva-
luation through NooJ software; iii) design of the tool according to the above 
described features; iv) development and testing of the tool.
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4. Discussion

A LOINC mapping support tool, like the one proposed in this paper, is 
expected to be greatly required in the near future. In fact, the strong input co-
ming from the Italian government to increase the use of coding systems within 
the FSE undeniably raises the question of how to interface these standards 
with the local systems currently in use. Supporting the transcoding processes 
will speed up the process, as it will make the approach to these coding systems 
less difficult. In this scenario, developing a mapping support tool specifically 
customized on the Italian language would have a strong impact on the natio-
nal scene because there are few solutions of this type applied to this specific 
domain and because it aims to combine textual similarity techniques with 
new NLP models, taking advantage of the so-called “wisdom of the crowd”. 
Successful implementations of the LOINC standard followed an incremental 
approach of the mapping effort, starting from easier laboratory specialties in 
order to give the chance to familiarize with the coding system. The same could 
be done to train the system on sectoral specificities.

Functionalities that can constitute added values of the proposed tool are: i) 
the automatic mapping of all the associations with a top-level similarity score 
between source and target terminologies, so allowing time saving and error 
reductions by skipping them; ii) the chance to get knowledge from valida-
ted mappings already performed by the others and iii) the application of the 
newest NLP techniques to an highly structured language as that of laboratory 
observations is. Moreover, the tool would allow the creation of a repository 
of tests mapped to LOINC, which could be used for secondary research and 
government purposes. For example, if all the laboratories of the same Regions 
share their mappings to LOINC, then by means of the same code of the stan-
dard a regional catalog of mappings can be created and local tests mapped to 
the same LOINC code can be compared for economic, clinical and govern-
ment purposes.

The strong push towards digitalization supported by the European digital 
agenda and by funding from the Italian Piano Nazionale di Ripresa e Resilien-
za (PNRR) emphasizes the importance of semantic interoperability, without 
which technologies would not be able to fully exploit their potential. The use 
of standard coding systems in the clinical field is not yet uniform, despite the 
crucial importance of conveying detailed information in this sector. Therefo-
re, the creation of automatic support tools that can facilitate the use of these 
solutions in the daily practice of clinical stakeholders, also facilitating their 
work, is felt as an urgent need. LOINC plays a leading role as a standard for 
the unambiguous identification of laboratory tests, however, due to the high 
level of granularity of its organization, its use is not immediate like that of 
other medical standards which can rely on descriptions closer to natural lan-
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guage. Creating support tools for mapping could therefore foster its correct 
use. They should be based on both the management of the linguistic variabi-
lity and the exploitation of the knowledge created by the mapping experience 
of the others. This proposal discussed expected features of a LOINC mapping 
support tool based on the knowledge of the standard and the experience of the 
domain needs in Italy gained from the activities of the LOINC Italia working 
group. Next steps will be putting around the same table all the competencies 
needed to support the design and development of the proposed tool.
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